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Fast & Feel Love
《速度与爱情》

Rogue Agent
《追踪特工弗雷加德》

Theme
Drama, Thriller

Episode
1

synopsis
When a world champion of sport stacking is dumped by his long-time girlfriend, he has to learn 
basic adulting skills in order to live alone and take care of himself.

synopsis
The chilling true story of conman, Robert Freegard, and Alice Archer, the woman who brought 
him down. A master manipulator, Freegard kidnapped countless victims, convincing them he was 
undercover MI5. A tale of lies, loyalty, gaslighting, fear, hope, and the investigation and high-stakes 
manhunt, which saved the life of Freegard’s final victim.

Tel
13910561540

Contact
Xinming Pan

Distributed by   
Wing Sight Culture & Media Co., Ltd.

Type
Film

Type
Film

The Accusation
《人间世事》

Theme
Thriller, Drama

Episode
1

synopsis
This film is a riveting look at today’s world and its burning issues: the merciless conflict between 
trial by Internet and trial by Law, class conflict, feminism, and the complex issues of sex and 
consent. A story is told between perceptions of Mila and Alex. In during the debate of rape victims 
should be believed no matter what and accused should be all sentenced to maximum punishment. 
Two different cultures and lifestyles cross-path over a night that nobody can ever interpret the 
truth out of.

Theme
Romance, Comedy

Episode
1

Type
Film
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Rogue Heroes Season 1
《叛逆勇士 第一季》

Basketball: A Love Story
《篮球：为爱而生》

Theme
Sports

Episode
10

synopsis
This series tells about the birth of the world-renowned special forces, the British Royal Special Air 
Service (SAS). Story was set in Egypt in 1941, when Britain was losing against Germany’s crack 
desert troops. It shows the largely true story of how three tearaway British officers came up with 
a plan to stage parachute raids on the Nazis’ supply lines. This six-part series is based on the book 
by Ben Macintyre, written for BBC by Peaky Blinders writer Steven Knight and played by A-listers 
Connor Swindells, Jack O’Connell and Alfie Allen.

synopsis
"Basketball: A Love Story" is a series of more than 60 interconnected "short stories" that creates a 
vibrant mosaic of the game, featuring 165 exclusive interviews. The cast encompasses basketball's 
most prominent figures and explores the complex nature of love as it relates to the game. 
"Basketball: A Love Story" opens the window to insights and perspectives about race, politics, 
media, art, business, style and entertainment.

Type
TV Series

Type
Documentary

Around the World in 80 Days
《八十天环游地球》

Theme
Action, Adventure

Episode
8

synopsis
Gentleman adventurer Phileas Fogg sets out on a quest to travel around the world and back home 
in a period of 80 days.

Theme
Action , War

Episode
6

Type
TV Series

Tel
13910561540

Contact
Xinming Pan

Distributed by   
Wing Sight Culture & Media Co., Ltd.
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Strokes of Genius
《天才之击》

synopsis
STROKES OF GENIUS is a world-class documentary capturing the historic 13-year rivalry between 
tennis icons Roger Federer and Rafael Nadal. It is timed for release as the anticipation crests with 
Roger as returning champion, 10 years after their famed 2008 Wimbledon championship – an epic 
match so close and so reflective of their competitive balance that, in the end, the true winner was 
the sport itself.

Theme
Sports

Episode
1

Type
Documentary

Tel
13910561540

Tel
18410280868

Contact
Xinming Pan

Contact
Han Xiao

Distributed by   
Wing Sight Culture & Media Co., Ltd.

Distributed by   
Baiming Group 
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An Eternal Thought
《一念永恒》

synopsis
Bai Xiaochun, a kind-hearted village boy with a free heart, usually does unnatural acts to "help" 
those who in need in his own way. Nevertheless, he  makes things ridiculous, and was regarded as  
a deviant by the villagers. After entering the well-known Lingxi Sect, he made more troubles. He 
met a group of friends with different abilities and eccentric personalities, formed the "Unreliable 
Squad" to fight for justice. Over a few years, he has grown into a young hero with passions and 
responsibility. He met the beautiful senior sister apprentice Du Lingfei, quelled disputes, and fought 
against Heavenly Master Du Yitian, destroyed Master's conspiracies, restored peace to the world, 
and reaping precious love.

Tel
13301165513

Contact
Chunlan Zhang

Distributed by   
Blue Fox Pictures

Type
Web Series

Miss Chun Is a Litigator
《春家小姐是讼师》

Theme
Costume, Suspense,
Romance

Episode
20

synopsis
In order to defend father's grievance, Miss Chun Tumi, the daughter of a military family, embarked 
on the career of a litigator.  During the investigation, Miss Chun met Yecha, a top killer beared 
mystery of birth. She also got appreciation from the Commander of Zhechong Government Han 
Wuwei and the prime minister of Supreme Court. What secret is hidden in Yecha?Is there not a way 
in this mortal world, to embrace both the truth and the beloved? Can they finally speak for justice 
and protect the weak ? This is a story about growth of Miss Chun. With her own persistence and the 
support of friends, Miss Chun fought against her troublesome relatives , punished the hooligans 
and bullies, and finally, realized the self-worth and became a grand litigator. 

Theme
Costume, Fantasy,
Romance, Legend

Episode
40

Type
TV Series
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Email
yaonan.liu@filmtag.cn

Catch Up My Prince
《公子不可求》

A Near Lie
《差一分的谎言》

Theme
Romance, Modern

Episode
24

synopsis
Interning doctor Lu Ran Ran and game designer Wang Chen Yi accidentally enter the virtual reality 
game he designed for his sister. Together they experienced the strange unfolding of events of the 
imaginative and mysterious world Wang Chen Yi created.

synopsis
The young proprietor of the Bai Fei Group, Shu Zheng Yan, who has always been extra picky about 
food, has recently, for some reason, always wanted to eat the dishes made by the master of dark 
cuisine, Fang Meng, even if he vomited more than once after eating them...... In order to find out 
what happened, a series of ludicrous stories happened between Shu Zheng Yan and Fang Meng.

Contact
Yaonan Liu

Distributed by   
Beijing Filmtag Development Co., Ltd

Type
Web Series

Type
Web Series

The Origin of Three Pure Life
《三生缘起是清欢》

Theme
Historical, Romance

Episode
8

synopsis
Qing Huan is a charming, stubborn little iris fairy who is adorably infatuated with Bai Ze, the 
powerful and aloof god of the Heavens. Every day she chases him with her lovely innocence and 
sweet words, melting the heart of the cold god. In order to complete his ascension as soon as 
possible, an ascension our cute little fairy was affecting, Bai Ze decides to go down to earth as a 
mortal to face his three life tribulations and the two get separated...or do they?

Theme
Historical, Romance

Episode
24

Type
Web Series
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What’s Wrong with My Boss
《我的老板为何那样》

synopsis
When Liu Xi Lai and Tian Tian first met it was like a meteorite hitting Earth. And yet Xi Lai found that 
this girl who challenged him seemed to be the only thing that could stop himself from fainting, so 
he decided to keep his little "antidote" by his side as his assistant. Who could be more surprised to 
find that as they spent time together and formed a strong bond, a strong and beautiful love quietly 
grew between these two.

Theme
Romance, Urban

Episode
18

Type
Web Series

Contact
Yaonan Liu

Email
yaonan.liu@filmtag.cn

Distributed by   
Beijing Filmtag Development Co., Ltd

Under The Skin
《猎罪图鉴》

synopsis
A portrait and a criminal police captain incurred hatred for a dust-covered old case. The two work 
together by chance and solve several uncanny cases.

Tel
086-13611253223

Contact
Nancy Chang

Email
zhang.jian@chinaott.net

Distributed by   
Future TV Co., Ltd.

Theme
Crime, Suspense

Episode
20

Type
Web Series
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Wanru's Journey
《少年江湖》

Love Or Die
《这个江湖不一般》

Theme
Costume, Romance

Episode
18

synopsis
An adventure begins with a mistaken identity after nobody pretends to be the illegitimate 
daughter of the Murong family. Ever since Murong Zhuwan faked her identity to pretend to be 
from a prominent family, she is pulled into bloody disputes in the pugilistic world. Clueless about 
matters of the heart, she becomes enamoured by martial arts genius Murong Chong and also 
meets the gentle Fu Hong, whose love has turned to hate after thinking that he's been betrayed. 
Their experiences allow them to grow into chivalrous heroes who fight for the people.

synopsis
The 18th-line poor little assassin accidentally fell into the devil's lair and became the bride of the 
number one public enemy in the world. He thought that as the wife of the gang leader, he could 
eat, drink and lie down, but unexpectedly, the gang was already impoverished and precarious. In 
the past, there was a crisis-ridden situation in the world, and in the future, there was a black-bellied 
devil staring at him. Is it too late to run now?

Tel
086-13611253223

Contact
Nancy Chang

Email
zhang.jian@chinaott.net

Distributed by   
Future TV Co., Ltd.

Type
Web Series

Type
Web Series

My Uncanny Destiny
《保护我方城主大人》

Theme
Costume, Romance 

Episode
24

synopsis
For generations the two cities of Mu Xi and Xuanyue have fought each other, always trying to 
conquer the other. The old city owner of Mu Xi had only one daughter, Ye Zhaonan, whose gender 
he secretly concealed so she could one day inherit. From an early age Zhaonan was always 
disguised as a boy, until one day when Ye Zhaonan fell off the cliff and met Liu Xuanming, the lord 
of Xuanyue City, and started a wonderful destiny.

Theme
Costume, Comedy,
Romance

Episode
24

Type
Web Series
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When I See Your Face
《脸盲少女的未知爱情》

Legendary Twins
《绝代双骄》

Theme
Costume

Episode
18

synopsis
The title tells the story of Lu Hui, a female college student, because of her special symptoms of 
face blindness, she is not interested in the excitement and hustle and bustle, and does not like 
to deal with the outside world. Lang Chengzhou, a handsome and unrestrained psychology 
student, accidentally saw Luhui's cool and handsome face during a play, and had a heart-warming 
performance, so he lingered in front of Luhui with his infinite charm and tried to attract her 
attention. However, Luhui, who has face blindness, ignored all this.

synopsis
The story of twin brothers who separated at birth but grew up to be supreme martial artists. Raised 
to take revenge on each other they soon find themselves becoming good friends. Together they 
vow to take the martial arts world by storm and search for their true identities.

Tel
086-13611253223

Contact
Nancy Chang

Email
zhang.jian@chinaott.net

Distributed by   
Future TV Co., Ltd.

Type
TV Series

Type
3D animation

Healing Food Healing Love
《你是我的美味》

Theme
Comedy, Romance

Episode
23

synopsis
It mainly tells the love story between Shen Ying and Zheng Dao who are two very different people 
in terms of personality and professions. But, both of them share two things in common which is 
the same interests and goals, that is, they want to share all kinds of healthy delicacies to the world, 
as they harvested their own love story. Shen Ying is a food editor of a magazine company, she is an 
independent and hardworking person. She is pretty and kind to others. Zheng Dao is the special 
director of the Gourmet Edition of the magazine, he has cold and arrogant personality. He is very 
principled and particular in doing things. He has very strict requirements for food.

Theme
Romance, Youth

Episode
15

Type
TV Series
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A Fated Bet of Love
《云胡不喜》

The Great Wall  War
《战长城》

Theme
War

Episode

synopsis
A Love Story in the Republic of China.Telling about the ups and downs of the fate of a famous 
family under the background of the era.

synopsis
A war story. From the point of view about normal people’s feeling about the country fate in the big 
era.

Type
TV Series

Type
TV Series

A Song in My Heart
《我心有歌》

Theme
War 

Episode

synopsis
Young student follow his elder brother's footsteps and joined the war as a student soldier in Korean 
war.The truth is the background of the story. Starting from the characters in the great era, through 
their youth and growth, it reflects the irrigation of everyone's youth by the times, and everyone's 
deep love for the motherland. emotion!

Theme
Love Story 

Episode
30

Type
TV Series

Tel
86-10-64897799
+86 18513216219 

Contact
Ito Allan
Anna Liu

Email
itoallan@hairunmedia.com
annaliu_film@163.com

Distributed by   
Hairun Movies & TV Production Co., Ltd.
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Tel
86-10-64897799
+86 18513216219 

Contact
Ito Allan
Anna Liu

Email
itoallan@hairunmedia.com
annaliu_film@163.com

Distributed by   
Hairun Movies & TV Production Co., Ltd.

Painted Face
《花脸》

Gold Boy
《坏小孩》

Theme
Crime, Suspense

Episode

synopsis
A men gives his whole life to Chinese opera.To protect and save this precious culture heritage from 
our ancestors.

synopsis
A genius kid and his two friends who ran away from a children's home, became witnesses at a 
murder scene. They witnessed their teacher shoving his wife's parents off the mountain. His actions 
were accidentally recorded by the kids, the three decide to blackmail the teacher. After a few more 
deaths follow, their lives turn upside down and all spirals out of control.

Type
Film

Type
Film

RIDE ON
《龙马精神》

Theme
Drama, Comedy, Action

Episode

synopsis
Jackie Chan stars as washed-up stuntman Luo can barely make ends meet let alone take care 
of his beloved stunt horse, Red Hare. Luo reluctantly seeks help from his estranged daughter 
and her lawyer boyfriend when notified that the horse may be auctioned off to cover the debts. 
Unexpectedly, Luo and Red Hare become an overnight media sensation when their real-life fight 
with debt collectors goes viral. And Luo gets a second chance to choose between his stunt career 
and his family.  

Theme
War spy drama

EpisodeType
TV Series
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Lady’s Character
《女士的品格》

Theme
Urban, Life

Episode
40 

synopsis
YAO Wei is a female director of a certain company. Many women in her department also face 
gender-specific challenges. YAO Wei has always wanted to have a child, but she got pregnant in 
the rising stage of her career. Meanwhile, her boss has recruited a rival into the company. New 
director An Chang is not only experienced, also has her husband's support. They have a DINK (no 
kids) household which seems to be the perfect way to avoid the problems plaguing many women 
in the workplace.After some deliberation, YAO Wei chooses to give birth, and it is this decision that 
changes everything. 

Contact
Li Xing

Email
lixing@huashi.tv

Distributed by   
Jetsen Huashi Wangju Changzhou Cultural Media Co., Ltd.

Type
Film

Type
TV Series

Punish Evil
《恶到必除》

Theme
Crime, Action 

Episode
1

synopsis
In the 1990s, a small city in the south suffered a series of heinous murder robbery cases. XU 
Zhengyang, an upright police officer from the north, has come to Binhai to help criminal 
investigation team leader SONG Hai in solving the case. Facing the ruthless gang leader ZHUANG 
Zhiqiang, the two played to their respective strength to bring down the criminals in one fell swoop.

The Legend of TAOTIE
《饕餮记》

synopsis
There is Tianxiang Building in Wuxia City. One is Zhu Chengbi, a cute shopkeeper with excellent 
cooking skills, and the other is Chang Qing, a financial experts. Zhu Chengbi is a glutton by nature, 
she can produce a variety of delicious food with any ingredients. This dish is also a scene of human 
joys and sorrows. Both of them are involved in it. Two people who love each other deeply will have 
the opposite fate, how should this love going?

Theme
Costume, Myth, Romance

Episode
40

Type
TV Series
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Distributed by   
Jetsen Huashi Wangju Changzhou Cultural Media Co., Ltd.

My Lethal Man
《对我而言危险的他》

synopsis
Due to a kidnapping incident, SHEN Manning met her doppelganger ZHUANG Xinyan. ZHUANG 
Xinyan's subsequent death causes the mysteriously powerful YAN Xingcheng to use his identity as 
her fiance to force Manning to live her "second life."
The vengeful YAN Xingcheng is like a strong "poison" while the ordinary SHEN Manning is the 
"antidote." YAN Xingcheng drags Manning into the mayhem within the ZHUANG family. From 
seeing each other as enemies to partners who rely on each other, they discover a shocking truth 
behind an unsolved case from 17 years ago.

Theme
Urban, Romance, Suspense

Episode
24

Type
Web Series

Contact
Li Xing

Contact
Joyce

Email
lixing@huashi.tv

Email
interbiz@artopmedia.com

Distributed by   
Jetsen Huashi Wangju Changzhou Cultural Media Co., Ltd.

Distributed by   
Artop International Co., Ltd
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Tel
+86 13823355112
+82 1080255599

Contact
Gigi Wang
Jiliu Yang

Distributed by   
Drama Apple Limited

A Date with the Future
《照亮你》

synopsis
 The drama is an inspirational and sweet love drama about the fire rescue station chief and the news 
reporter. Ten years ago, Xu Lai was rescued by firefighter Jin Shichuan during the earthquake and 
made a ten-year agreement. Ten years later, Xu Lai became a journalist and dog trainer and went 
to appointments. The two always meet on the front line of danger, fire rescue and frontline reports 
interact in parallel, high-burning war friendship and adorable love of human dogs interwoven, 
deduce the pure and fierce love story.

Theme
Romance, Rescue

Episode
36

Type
TV Series

Episode
40

The Last Immortal
《神隐》

Theme
Costume, Fantasy, Romance

synopsis
The series talks about the touching love story between the son of the true God, Yuan Qi, who is 
considered as "incompetent", doesn't think highly of his position and despises competition in the 
Heaven, and the new-generation Phoenix God, Feng Yin, a confidant in childhood across rounds of 
reincarnation.

Type
Web Series

Alliance
《好事成双》

synopsis
With lives in metropolis as the backdrop, the series talks about how a housewife, Lin Shuang 
resumes her professional career after being married for years due to unexpected events. She 
determines to restart her life and forge ahead after experience with her old friend, Gu Xu who is 
modest and kind, Jiang Xi who has a totally different character in a frenemy relationship with here, 
and her former lover, Wei Ming. Finally, Gu reaps success in both her career and her personal life.

Theme
Modern, Female

Episode
36

Type
TV Series
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Type
Web Series

Fearless Blood
《欢颜》

Theme
Period, Legend

Episode
18

synopsis
Xu Tian, who was born in Nanyang, landed in Haifeng, Guangdong Province. He took three gold 
bars and went to Shanghai to start an industry under the mission of his family in order to directly 
support the revolution. Xu Tian went all the way out of Fujian, across Jiangxi, through Zhejiang, 
and then to Shanghai. It was a long and unpredictable road, and five different people escorted the 
young guy, step by step into the world.

Tel
+86 13823355112
+82 1080255599

Contact
Gigi Wang
Jiliu Yang

Distributed by   
Drama Apple Limited

Type
TV Series

The Youth Memories
《梦中的那片海》

Theme
Youth, Entrepreneurship, 
Motivation

Episode
40

synopsis
The series takes Beijing in 1970s as the backdrop and talks about how a group of young people 
grow up, pursue their dreams, and endeavor to succeed. The main role and his confidants support 
each other through college entrance exams, finding their original jobs, doing businesses, and 
starting their political career, which made them realize the meaning of fighting for their dreams. 
The female roles in the TV series also experience ups and downs in their lives. The lives of all 
roles are intertwined. By depicting changes and growth of the roles in the context of Reform and 
Opening-up, the series showcases rapid development of the country, the precious friendship 
between people, and the positive mentality of forging ahead against any challenges.
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Distributed by   
Shenzhen Kukan Culture Communication Co., Ltd.

synopsis
Many years ago, when they were high schoolers, Tang Xin met the tall and dashing Shen Qing Yuan. 
She instantly fell for him, although she didn’t tell him at the time. He told her that he wouldn’t 
forget her, but since then, their paths have gone in different directions. She has become a trainee 
reporter, while he has become the country’s leading 50-meter pistol shooter, heading China’s bid 
for Olympic glory. 

Type
TV Series

Hello, The Sharpshooter
《你好，神枪手》

Theme
Comedy, Romance, Youth, 
Sports

Episode
40

Unique Lady S3
《绝世千金完结篇》

synopsis
Due to her love for Zhong Wu Mei and the other characters, Lin Luo Jin decides to give up on 
returning to the real world to live out the rest of her days with her husband. Elated to get his wife 
back, Wu Mei attempts to have Lou Jin regain her title of Princess Consort, but Wen Ru Yu is not 
ready to give up on either Wu Mei and her role as his consort. With the looming danger of the Qiyu 
attacking and the Beiyu siding with them, Wu Mei and Jiang Xuan Yu investigate the remaining 
men associated with the deposed Prime Minister. Oblivious to what is going on behind the scenes 
and the events soon to unfold, Lou Jin reunites with Liu Xiu Wen, who is now the Prince of Qiyu.

Theme
Historical, Comedy, 
Romance, Fantasy

Episode
27

Type
Web Series

Dissipated Traces 
《消散的痕迹》

Theme
Suspense, Thriller, Mystery

Episode
24

synopsis
Bai Lu is a police officer still devastated from the failure of an undercover operation. In the process 
of solving a case she meets the neurotic and talented forensic doctor Gu Yu. These two women 
with different personalities become deeply entangled in each others' lives, and are bonded by a 
common goal of investigating and finding the truth. They, along with An Huai Yu, lead a team of 
young officers to unveil evil and maintain the dignity and integrity of their professions.  

Type
Web Series

Tel
(+86) 18002203245

Contact
Xin Wen

Email
candice@kukancc.com
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Wonderland of Love
《乐游原》

Closer to you 2
《我的刺猬女孩之念念不忘》

Theme
Modern Romance

Episode
24

synopsis
Li Ni, king's grandson , guards the border and is forced to take on the responsibility of quelling the 
rebellion. Never loved by his father, he hides his identity and is content with being a carefree front 
line general. In military campaigns against the rebels, he encounters the ambitious Cui Lin, the 
only daughter of General Cui Yi and the commander of the army of house Cui. Cui Lin disguised 
herself as Lieutenant, fighting alongside the army. They chance upon each other many times on the 
battlefields. They calculate and predict each other's plan and movement to fight which leads them 
down the path of falling in love. 

synopsis
Years ago, Wu JingHao fell into a coma to save Han Fei from a car crash; and she has been waiting 
for him to wake up ever since. Han Fei time travels to her university days and reunites with her 
boyfriend Wu JingHao who was supposed to be lying unconscious in a hospital bed. Wu JingHao 
has lost part of his memories. Han Fei's mind is burning with questions yet she walks into Wu 
JingHao's life once again to continue their romance. In the process, she discovers that there is no 
escape from fate.

Tel
+86 152 0127 3507

Contact
Audrey Huang

Email
huangl@centuryuu.com

Distributed by   
Century UU Technology Co., Ltd.

Type
Web Series

Type
Web Series

 First Love of Accidental Exchange
《偶然交换的初恋》

Theme
Modern Fantasy Romance

Episode
24

synopsis
This is the story of campus belle Zhu NianNian and her crush's sister Chen Jing’An who accidentally 
switch bodies. Chen Jing’An became the popular and beautiful princess that she always dreamed 
of being. She has to deal with her brother when she woke up in Zhu NianNian's body. Meanwhile 
Zhu NianNian woke up to find herself the "sister" of her crush, Chen Chang Ning. Now she has the 
opportunity to be closer to him, and the "siblings" get along with each other. These two girls who 
used to envy each other are now understanding each others' life.

Theme
Costume History Romance

Episode
40

Type
Web Series
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Follow my dear General
《一不小心顺走了将军》

Lush Mountains
《青山遮不住》

Theme
Period Romance

Episode
40

synopsis
An Chen is a spy who was sent by the rebel prime minister. She received the task to steal the 
defense map of the southern border from General, who is the god of war of the East Rui Kingdom. 
Then, she sneaked into the general’s mansion and disguised as the general's personal maid. She fell 
in love with the loyal and patriotic general gradually...

synopsis
A story about the lives of the workers and their rise and fall in a factory, surrounded by green hills. 
In year 1973, a bunch of new workers joined the factory, Lu XiaoQing, Zuo HongWei... they are 
all elite workers. Throughout the time spent in Factory 748, they went through the challenge of 
friendship and love, work competiton, lost of direction in lives. All these times they were next to 
each other, to pursue dreams, to go through ups and downs.

Type
Web Series

Type
TV Series

When we meet
《世界上另一个你》

Theme
Modern Romance

Episode
24

synopsis
There are “twins” not related by blood in the world. This story also tells about such two guys. Lu 
Ming and Deng Yu, who live in the same city, didn’t know each other. They’re so different, while 
have the same appearance. One day they discovered this strange thing. They began to exchange 
their lives and try to solve their own troubles. Lu Ming’s girlfriend who had accompanied him for 
years gradually distanced from him, and finally disappeared completely from his life. Deng Yu's 
secret was also discovered by Xu XiaoXiao. They were not so closed as before. 

Theme
Costume Romance

Episode
12

Type
Web Series

Tel
+86 152 0127 3507

Contact
Audrey Huang

Email
huangl@centuryuu.com

Distributed by   
Century UU Technology Co., Ltd.
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Route
《弓元特攻队》

Call me by your girl
《请叫我乌雅氏》

Theme
Modern Fantasy Romance

Episode
20

synopsis
Gong Li, a star caught up in bad news, is involved in a murder case with Zhou YinYuan, a psychology 
graduate posing as an astrologer. Chased and framed by kidnappers, both of them have become 
the scapegoat in the eyes of all parties. One bizarre plot after another approaches them. However, 
with his wisdom and courage, Gong Li finds clues and finally cooperates with the police force to 
solve the case.

synopsis
The host of the game system, UYa YeZi, has gone through countless failed scripts and defeats. 
Mainly, in every game level, there would always be an angelic bitch who steals her boyfriends. This 
time, there was no surprise. But what she didn't know was that by her side, a marginal supporting 
character Du Qin had been caring her from the beginning to the end. Du Qin gradually upgraded 
from an unimportant NPC to another host of the system. And at a critical moment he saved Uya 
YeZi. She finally understood that her life should not be designed to go. This time, she has to control 
her own destiny and save her lover. 

Type
Web Series

Type
Web Series

My powerful girl
《力拔山兮的老婆大人》

Theme
Costume Romance

Episode
30

synopsis
Shi Qianqian, the leader of a mountain village pretended to sell herself to bury his father. In fact, 
it was to stop the target character. Unexpectedly, the cargo sitting is General Wen's youngest son, 
Wen Ming. Shi’s original plan fails, but when Wen Ming encounters an attack, she fought to protect 
him. Wen Ming immediately suggests to hire Shi to be his bodyguard. Shi accepted the offer 
looking unwilling, however, happy with it, as it brought her closer to Wen Ming's father, General 
Wen! Along the journey, Wen Ming and Shi Qianqian got closer by fooling around, making jokes, 
there were also times they encounters people planning to assassinate Wen Ming... 

Theme
Action Suspense Comedy

Episode
24

Type
Web Series

Tel
+86 152 0127 3507

Contact
Audrey Huang

Email
huangl@centuryuu.com

Distributed by   
Century UU Technology Co., Ltd.
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The Legend of Shen Li
《与凤行》

Sunshine by My Side
《骄阳伴我》

Theme
Urban, Romance

Episode
40

synopsis
In the chaotic ancient world, a female prince born with a pearl in her hand, the destiny of a political 
marriage come to haunt her on her thousandth birthday. On her way to escape the marriage, SHEN 
Li was knocked back to her original form as a phoenix and fell to earth with injuries. When she fell 
into a coma, a street peddler considered her as chicken, then plucked all her hair and put her in 
cage for sale. When SHEN Li woke up, she was furious.As she was wilting, a handsome man dressed 
in green and white passed by and stared at her thoughtfully for a long time, then he smiled and 
said, "I want this one."Their fates were tied together by a seemingly inadvertent transaction.

synopsis
JIAN Bing is a well-known advertising director, and SHENG Yang is entry-level to the advertising 
industry. They meet by chance in a restaurant, JIAN Bing has just ended her marriage, SHENG Yang 
is waiting for love in vain, thus they are connected and embark on a wonderful, romantic road of 
love. 
With the company of SHENG Yang, JIAN Bing regains her confidence in life and love; with JIAN 
Bing's help and encouragement, SHENG Yang grows up from a reckless young adult and emerges 
as an outstanding person. They heal each other, grow together, and gradually develop a love 
relationship.

Contact
Luciana Lyu

Email
lvxue@ncmchina.com

Distributed by   
New Classics Television Entertainment Investment Co., Ltd

Type
TV Series

Type
TV Series

The Ordinary Road
《平凡之路》

Theme
Urban, Drama

Episode
40

synopsis
The TV drama tells the story of a group of young people who are entry-level in the workplace. 
Under the leadership of senior members of the law industry, they are determined, challenge 
themselves, learn from each other and grow up side by side, and eventually make a leap in their 
professional abilities while learning the meanings of ordinary life.

Theme
Costume drama,Fantasy, Romance

Episode
40

Type
TV Series
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The Wind Blows From Longxi
《风起陇西》

synopsis
In this age of heroes, war is not only about swords and shadows, but also about flesh and blood, 
and guts. The battle for life and death on the secret intelligence line is in the shadow of the torrent. 
Two "nobody", Chen Gong and Xun Dao, who are not in the spotlight of the chaotic world, are a 
heroic saga in which their brotherly love for each other explodes in the thrilling spy war.

Contact
Luciana Lyu

Email
lvxue@ncmchina.com

Distributed by   
New Classics Television Entertainment Investment Co., Ltd

Type
Web Series

New Life Begins
《卿卿日常》

Theme
Comedy, Romance, 
Costume Drama

Episode
40

synopsis
Because of a marriage selection, girls from all over the world gather in Xin Chuan, to be selection as 
Xin Chuan masters’ wives. 
LI Wei, who wants to be out of this selection, was assigned to be the sixth young master of 
Xinchuan, Yin Zheng's wife. They unexpectedly form a relationship, and, together, start a new life 
where they encounter numerous situations and complement each other in overcoming them. As 
Yin Zheng sets up his own house and enters the civil service, the two gradually develop similar 
tastes as their hearts become in sync. They grow to share the same taste, the same heart and the 
same mind, and grow up with other brothers and sisters with different personalities and fates, 
living a warm, daily life as a Xin Chuan family together.

Theme
Costume Drama, Spy

Episode
24

Type
TV Series
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New Prosperity in Jiangnan 
《春风又绿江南岸》

The Legend of Wenxiang
《闻香探案录》

Theme
民国悬疑爱情

Episode
24

synopsis
现实题材重点电视剧《春风又绿江南岸》将着眼点放在新世纪初期南方某省经济欠发达的江南县，讲
述了走马上任的县委书记严东雷与江南县领导班子，坚持“人民利益至上”的群众观，在优化发展环境、
加强党的基层组织建设、开展效能革命、推进“生态文明”建设等一系列工作中，坚持依靠广大人民群众，
自觉加强“关键少数”思想、 政治、作风建设，带领全县干部群众走上共同发展道路的故事。该剧紧
扣习总书记系列重要思想理念，以艺术的手法、生动的故事，充分展示其从萌发到实践所取得的伟大
成果，向党的二十大隆重献礼。

synopsis
民国初年，背负灭门疑案的少女闻香凭借一腔正义热血，与曾经的上海滩第一神探王涯携手查
案，一步步践行正义，勘破奇案迷雾。当年涉及谋害王涯并害死王涯挚友周宁风的凶手“无名”
再度现身。双方多次进行明暗交锋，在一次次的案件破获中，闻香与王涯逐渐接近当年血案的
真相，也逐渐嗅到了案件背后隐藏的大 boss“无名”的真相。

Tel
13588041254

Contact
Ni Ni

Email
417499104@qq.com

Distributed by   
Zhejiang Films & TV (Group)  Co., Ltd.

Type
电视剧

Type
电视剧

72-Hour Romantic Story
《我的盲盒恋人》

Theme
都市、奇幻、爱情

Episode
24

synopsis
苏暖暖在 25 周岁生日的这一天，惨遭同事和老板无理的要求 + 被分手，疲惫不堪的她买了一
只盲盒为自己庆生，许愿自己能幸运一些，第二天一早，还没睡醒的她开门发现，偶像姜昊竟
成为了自己 72 小时的盲盒男友，自此，她走上了奇幻的盲盒男友之路。暖暖的不自信、不主动、
不愿得罪人的心态在一任任盲盒男友中渐渐找到了问题所在，她学会了反抗，学会了承担，更
学会了找寻真正自我的内在需求。

Theme
重大现实题材

Episode
36

Type
电视剧
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Sanxingdui Rediscovered
《又见三星堆》

Grow up! Panda 
《成长吧！大熊猫》

Theme
Slow Variety 

Episode
12

synopsis
A new round of archaeological excavations in Sanxingdui is presented by means of accompanying 
records. Through a richer perspective and a more macro dimension, the audience can see the 
struggle of generations of Chinese archaeologists to search for the truth, and also see a successful 
practice of archaeology with Chinese characteristics and Chinese style.

synopsis
The first giant panda’s grow-up diary in China, expressing by the form of on-location shooting, 
focusing on the Wolong Shenshuping Base of CCRCGP, records the life course of giant pandas' birth, 
growth, rewilding training and return to nature, shows the harmonious coexistence between man 
and nature, builds the brand of Sichuan culture and tourism, and transmits the giant panda culture 
to the world. 

Tel
 (86) 19381923985

Contact
Fang Li

Email
srt_mzbq_lifang@163.com

Distributed by   
Sichuan Radio and Television

Type
Documentary

Type
Documentary

Li Bai
《李白》

Theme
History and Humanities 

Episode
4

synopsis
Through the unique perspective of "the ordinary people struggling to make progress in their life", 
the documentary Li Bai builds a bridge for the audience to enter the world of this great poet, to feel 
the emotions engraved in his poems and the hidden customs of the ancient times, to explore the 
spiritual imprint by the poet to later generations and the profound influence on the world culture, 
and to trace back to the traditional style and character flowing in the spiritual inheritance of the 
Chinese nation.

Theme
Historical Archaeology

Episode
6

Type
Documentary
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The Distance to Love
《到爱的距离》

Rose War
《玫瑰之战》

Theme
Drama, Family

Episode
40

synopsis
The story tell in this hospital how Li Rui, a professional and outstanding surgeon; the young 
president of the hospital, Ling Yuan;Yu Ningxin,a proud and irascible businessman with a depressed 
heart; Su Chun and other medical students, who are calm and rational but excessively repressive 
and restrained, relentlessly pursue their career goals and strive to approach love under the 
constraints of reality.

synopsis
In order to support her husband Song Jiachen's career, Gu Nian chose to resign and support 
her family. Ten years later, Song Jiachen was arrested for his involvement in corruption and was 
implicated in a scandal. Concerned about her family, she decided to divorce his and entered the 
law firm where her old classmate Fengsheng is as a partner, and began to work independently. She 
gradually rediscovered the value of life as an independent woman.

Tel
+86-13986029054

Contact
Nancy

Distributed by   
NoahMob Co., Ltd.

Type
TV Series

Type
TV Series

Ode to Joy Ⅲ
《欢乐颂 3》

Theme
Romance, Life, Youth

Episode
33

synopsis
Five new girls from Huanlesong Community live on the same floor, and Zhu Zhe, the hotel 
manager, shares a suite with Yu Chuhui and He Minghong. Fang Zhiheng, the mysterious HR, and 
Ye Zhenzhen, who is engaged in life science research, live in two other apartments. The five women 
have different personalities and different life circumstances, and they are facing problems from the 
workplace, family and love. In the face of various difficulties in life, they went from mutual suspicion 
to open their hearts to each other. In Shanghai, they worked hard to live, warm each other and 
harvest growth.

Theme
Romance, Drama, Medical

Episode
40

Type
TV Series
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Men and Women Go Forward
《男生女生向前冲》

synopsis
An outdoor competitive reality show with a variety of exciting water game checkpoints, the show 
now has thrilling and exciting upgrades, and a brand new visual enjoyment from the tropical 
rainforest to the ice age. 

Tel
+86-13986029054

Contact
Nancy

Distributed by   
NoahMob Co., Ltd.

Theme
Youth, Sports

Episode
13

Type
Reality Show

 The Outsider
《繁华似锦》

synopsis
With the rising of e-commerce, the Chinese retail industry collapsed rapidly.AnShen Group faced a 
business crisis after its founder Wang Jianming passed away. Wang Juan and his aunt Wang Yanan 
were ordered to return to their homeland to leading AnShen to overcome this hard time. A normal 
girl Su Mo has been accidentally involved in the struggle in AnShen and inadvertently offended 
Wang Juan. The two caused a series of misunderstandings. Thus, when Su Mo works under Wang 
Juan’s leadership, she is treated extremely strictly. Fortunately, SuMo has withstood those tests 
with her hardworking, so that she grows quickly under Wang Juan’s “guidance”.  She finally won 
Wang Juan’s trust and solved the misunderstanding. At that moment, Wang Juan realized that he 
is already attracted to this girl. However, the pride of Wang Juan and the situation of Su Mo make 
them drifted away from each other. Will this couple can get through all the barriers, opened a new 
chapter of life in this flashy world.

Tel
+86 18516127795

Contact
July Qi

Distributed by   
Shanghai Wingsmedia Co., Ltd.

Theme
Romantic

Episode
40

Type
Drama
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Contact
Ashlee Xiao

Email
ashlee.xiao@youhugmedia.com

Distributed by   
Shanghai Youhug Media Co., Ltd.

Episode
36

Gen Z
《后浪》

synopsis
Sun Tou Tou is an orphan in her twenties. One day, she gets into trouble while    fighting injustice. 
Ren Xin Zheng, a professor at the University of Chinese Medicine,  comes to her aid and learns her 
life story. Professor Ren accepts her into the TCM (Traditional Chinese Medicine) course to give her 
a fresh start in life. 

Theme
Modern, Romance

Episode
40

Type
TV Series

Type
TV Series

Love Heals
《听说你喜欢我》

Theme
Modern, Romance

synopsis
After leaving home for seven years, Ruan Liuzheng returned to her hometown and became a 
training doctor in the Department of Neurosurgery at Beiya Hospital. Ruan Liuzheng devoted all her 
energy to work. What embarrassed her is that her ex-husband Ning is Beiya's best Neurosurgeon. 
He took the initiative to be Ruan Liuzheng's tutor and taught her everything in order to make up 
for the harm that a failed marriage had done to her….

Blossom
《九重紫》

Theme
Costume, Romance

Episode
36

synopsis
A change of power in the temple affects Dou Zhao and Song Mo, who are strangers to each other. 
The two of them are betrayed by husband and master respectively. On a night of heavy rain, Dou 
Zhao reunites with Song Mo, who is disguised as a merchant, and helps him to protect the orphan 
of Duke Ding, who was credited with fighting the invasion. The two of them decide to get married 
in order to form an alliance and overcome their predicament together.

Type
TV Series
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Contact
Ashlee Xiao

Email
ashlee.xiao@youhugmedia.com

Distributed by   
Shanghai Youhug Media Co., Ltd.

Are You Safe?
《你安全吗？》

Theme
Cybersecurity, Crime

Episode
31

synopsis
As the first domestic work with network security as the theme, the play uses Internet information 
security as an entry point, focusing on social hotspots and people‘s livelihood topics such as 
marriage, education, elderly care, and the office. The whole story tells the “Three Musketeers” Qin 
Huai and Zhou You and Chen Mo, who wander the Internet world. In the process of fighting against 
a certain Internet criminal group time and time again, people joined hands, from suspicion to each 
other. 

Type
TV Series

Mr.&Mrs. Chen
《梅花红桃》

synopsis
Chen Jiaping and Zuo Shuangtao used to be a cute couple, however, war just changes everything. 
In times of crisis, they pretend to be a couple to hide their identities. They take the initiative in 
progressing the task thanks for their camaraderie between them and the professionalism in spying, 
which bring doubts in their relationship too. However, to complete the task and saving their lives, 
they get married. Now the life with frenemy begins...

Theme
Spy, Romance

Episode
40

Type
TV Series

Type
TV Series

Glory of Special Forces
《特战荣耀》

Theme
Military, Actio

Episode
45

synopsis
A coming-of-age story follows Yan Poyue, a young man who is outstanding at everything yet 
remains a loner that doesn't fit well with the team. After surviving harsh training and difficult 
missions, he becomes a proper soldier who fights alongside his comrades. Yan Poyue joins the 
selection for a special force in the army with only his own success in mind. However, he realizes 
that he is still lacking in many ways and through the help of his comrades, he starts to become the 
soldier that he has always aspired to be.
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A Story in Time
《光阴里的故事》

The Big World
《大世界》

Theme
Spy Years

Episode
27

synopsis
When Chen Yiduo was seven years old, his father Chen Dadong's old comrade-in-arms Bi Shixi sent 
his son Bi Laifu from the Beidahuang to the Chen family in order to make Laifu receive a better 
education. Laifu, who lives in Yiduo's home, grew up with a group of children in the factory yard. In 
order not to increase the burden on parents, Laifu took the initiative to work in Feixiang Factory to 
support his family.

synopsis
Qin Xiaotian, the son of Qin Shiming, the former boss of the big world, returned to the big world 
after three years in prison to find out the truth about the tragic death of his parents. In the process, 
he found his lost brothers and sisters one by one, and wanted to avenge his parents together. 
Only the third sister Xuehua believes that when the nation is in danger, we should put the overall 
situation first, not just personal grievances.

Tel
18005321518

Contact
Jiachen Su

Email
4618995@163.com

Distributed by   
Qingdao Huayu Century Film Culture Media Co., Ltd.

Type
Documentary

Type
TV Series

Fifteen Unique Ethnic Minorities in Yunnan
《云南十五个特有少数民族》

Theme
\

Episode
15

synopsis
Yunnan, known as the kingdom of animals and nonferrous metals, is known as "the south of 
colorful clouds" and "colorful Yunnan". There are the Old Town of Lijiang, Stone Forest and other 
tourist attractions in the territory. It is the province with the largest number of ethnic groups in 
China. Apart from the Han nationality, there are 25 ethnic minorities living in the world, and 15 
ethnic groups are unique to Yunnan.

Theme
Period, emotional drama

Episode
36

Type
TV Series
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Spring at the Gallows
《绞刑架下的春天》

The Taste of Ancient China
《古香古色中国味》

Theme
\

Episode
104

synopsis
Du Kurong met the Communist Chang Yongyong in prison, and gradually felt the kindness and 
righteousness in his heart. Du Kurong tried to escape from prison, hoping to find the truth for his 
case and atone for his past arrogance. Du Kurong, who escaped from the detention house, saw 
Wang Sen's harm to his mother, and even more suspected that he was framed.

synopsis
An ancient town, a culture, a scenery, a delicious food. Record the characteristic ancient towns 
in the north and south of China, trace our ancient memories, recall the local food with the most 
hometown flavor, and walk through the mottled ancient streets and alleys of our ancestors. People 
who love ancient towns always have a romantic ideal. We are committed to returning to plain and 
quiet together with the audience, and feel the charm of ancient towns in China for thousands of 
years. For modern people who have been running around the city for a long time, the content of 
"Ancient Chinese Flavor" is undoubtedly a spiritual baptism of "slow life". Every dish, beauty and 
story in the program will bring special cultural entertainment and aesthetic appreciation to the 
audience.

Type
Documentary

Type
Documentary

Taste of Xinjiang I-II
《新疆味道》 I-II

Theme

\
Episode
27

synopsis
Xinjiang Taste is the first large-scale food documentary in Xinjiang. The program team traveled 
more than 20000 kilometers, went more than 200 days north and south of the Tianshan Mountains 
in Xinjiang, filmed and recorded nearly 80 kinds of Xinjiang specialties from more than 10 ethnic 
groups, and comprehensively presented Xinjiang cuisine and the cuisine culture of Xinjiang region 
to the people of the country and even the world.

Theme
Republic of China, Love, War

Episode
43

Type
TV Series

Tel
18005321518

Contact
Jiachen Su

Email
4618995@163.com

Distributed by   
Qingdao Huayu Century Film Culture Media Co., Ltd.








